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ABSTRACT 

Open standards are widely considered to have significant economic and technological benefits.  

These perceived advantages have led many governments to consider mandating open standards for 

document formats.  Document formats are how a computer stores documents such memos, spreadsheets 

or slides.  Governments are moving away from Microsoft’s proprietary DOC format to open standard 

document formats, such as the OpenDocument Format (ODF) and Office Open XML (OOXML).  The 

belief is that by shifting to open standards, governments will benefit from choice, competition, and the 

ability to seamlessly substitute different vendor products and implementations. 

This paper examines whether open standards by themselves can deliver on these promised 

benefits.  The study examines interoperability for three document formats:  ODF, OOXML, and DOC.  

The research assesses interoperability among different software implementations of each document 

format.  For example, the implementations for ODF included KOffice, Wordperfect, TextEdit, Microsoft 

Office, and Google Docs.  A set of test documents is used to evaluate the performance of other alternative 

implementations. 

Our results show there are very significant issues with interoperability.  The best implementations 

may result in formatting problems, while the worst implementations actually lose information found in 

pictures, footnotes, comments, tracking changes, and tables.  Our findings also include specific scores for 

each implementation.  There was considerable variation in how well each implementation for any 

particular document format performed.  For example, for ODF, the raw scores ranged from 151 to 48. 

The results question the assumption that open standards guarantee interoperability and thereby 

promote competition and vendor choice.  The interoperability issues are troubling and suggest the need 

for improved interoperability testing for document formats.  The results also highlight the importance of 

following through on interoperability for open standards.  Without interoperability, governments will be 

locked-in into the dominant implementations for any standard.  These results have significant policy 

implications for governments setting open standard policies. 
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Lost in Translation:  Interoperability Issues for Open Standards 

 

1. Introduction 

 Open standards have grown in prominence within the last few years. A simple definition of an 

open standard is a specification that is publicly available and freely implementable. Examples of open 

standards include the transmission protocols such as FTP, the language of Web pages HTML, and the 

image format JPEG.  Many observers have asserted that the growth, widespread use and popularity of the 

Internet are largely the result of its reliance on open standards (Kahin 1995).  

 Open standards are widely touted to have positive economic and technological benefits.  When 

standards are open and freely available, it becomes possible for anyone to develop an interoperable 

implementation.  Proponents of open standards focus on these benefits, with no qualifications or caveats. 

For example, Louis Suarez-Potts the Community Manager of OpenOffice.org states the following: 

ODF, coupled with OpenOffice.org, shakes the foundations of monopoly, the status quo. With an 
easily usable open standard and Foss technology, one is not limited to a single vendor; there is, as the 
phrase puts it, no vendor lock-in. . . . It need not be OpenOffice.org. It can be any other application; 
it just has to be implementing the ODF or otherwise supporting it. Think of it as real consumer 
choice, or consumer freedom. We call this freedom "no vendor lock-in." And it's a freedom that goes 
beyond simple consumer choice . . . (Saurez-Potts 2008).  
 

 Many advocates of open standards assume an open standard will lead to a vibrant, competitive 

market that then removes vendor lock-in.  This perception of economic, socio-political, and technical 

benefits flowing from open standards has garnered widespread support within industry, academia, and 

policymaker circles.  Numerous reports have called for government policies that strongly encourage or 

mandate open standards.  Some prominent examples include reports by the Berkman Center at Harvard 

and the Committee for Economic Development as well as the Office of Government Commerce in the 

United Kingdom (Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard Law School 2005; Committee for 

Economic Development 2006; Office of Government Commerce 2004).  Several state governments in the 

United States, such as Massachusetts, Minnesota, and New York, as well as other national governments, 
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such as Belgium, Finland, France, Japan, and South Africa, are moving toward or considering open 

standards policies.  These policies are led by a desire to save money and to give users greater flexibility 

with respect to IT. 

 This study examines whether open standards reduce vendor lock-in and promote competition by 

fostering multiple, interoperable implementations.  We test the belief held by some, represented by 

Suarez-Potts, that open standards will reduce vendor lock-in and provide more choices for users.  Our 

goal is to empirically assess the effects of open standard document formats on interoperability.  The first 

section of the article provides more background on open standards, vendor lock-in, interoperability, and 

why we chose to focus on document formats.  The second section contains the methodology for our study.  

This is followed by our results and their implications.  

 

2. Background on Open Standards and Document Formats 

 Standards within information technology support interoperability, which allows complex system 

to interact and share information.  Standards provide "the digital equivalent of a common gauge for 

railroad tracks" (Lohr 2005).  In the past, standards were created through two processes: de facto means 

and de jure means.  De facto standards are those that achieve their dominance through public acceptance 

or market forces, e.g., QWERTY standard for typewriters.  Within information technology, de facto 

standards are typically controlled by one company and are often termed proprietary standards to 

emphasize the ownership issue.  A simple example of a proprietary standard is the Microsoft Word DOC 

document format.  In contrast, other standards are developed by cooperation.  Some of these may go 

through formal standard-setting organizations, such as the International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO) and become de jure standards.   

 Recently within information technology, there has been a rise in open standards. Massachusetts 

defined open standards as “specifications for systems that are publicly available and are developed by an 

open community and affirmed by a standards body” (Commonwealth of Massachusetts 2008).  There are 
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a number of other more detailed definitions of open standards (Perens 2008; Krechmer 2006).  Open 

standards can emerge through either a de facto process or a de jure process.  However, the most popular 

route is the use of consortia, such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) or the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF). 

 

2,1  Open Standards 

 There is very limited research on the benefits of open standards.  The existing research focuses on 

the development of open standards.  Egyedi and Koppenhol argue that having dual open standard 

document formats, ODF and OOXML, may impede innovation (Egyedi and Koppenhol 2010).  Simcoe 

examined the development process for open standards within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

using a quantitative approach (2003, 2007).  Nickerson and zur Muehlen studied the development of open 

standards for Web services (2006). Purao et al. (IEEE SCC 2008) studied and report an empirical 

investigation of development processes for web service standards. Fomin et al. proposed a meta-

framework for standardization processes (Fomin 2006).  While the adoption of open source has been 

studied, this work is not directly related to the adoption of open standards (Chau and Tam 1997). 

 The benefits of open standards can be understood by work within economics and strategy.  Open 

standards are publicly available and therefore they reduce barriers to entry for new competitors. As a 

result, open standards can limit vendor lock-in and decrease switching costs, because open standards 

foster the use of multiple vendors’ products.  Vendor lock-in occurs when customers’ buying choices are 

tied to an original purchase for a related product (Shapiro and Varian 1999; David 1985).  The economic 

argument is that reducing vendor lock allows for the reduction of barriers to entry and increases 

substitutes that can be seen as improving the position of the buyer (Besen and Farrell 1994).   Vendors 

may try to fight this process, and West finds that when open standards reduce lock-in, vendors will try to 

use other strategies to lock-in customers (West 2003). 
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 Governments are increasingly focusing on open standards.  By our count, there are over 50 

countries with electronic government policies that address open source or open standards (Lewis 2010).  

A substantial portion of these includes preferences or mandates for open standards.  For example, some 

countries use Government Interoperability Frameworks that incorporate open standard policies (DeNardis 

2010).  Scholars have analyzed a few of these policies including Sweden, Denmark, and Massachusetts 

(Andersen et al. 2010; Lundell 2011; Shah, Kesan, and Kennis 2008).  However, there has little empirical 

evaluation on the effects of open standard policies. 

 

2.2  Document Formats 

 Virtually all open standard policies by governments have emphasized the role of document 

formats. Document format standards specify how documents, such as word-processing, spreadsheets, and 

presentations should be saved.  A common document format for word processing is Microsoft’s DOC 

format.  Document formats are seen as being critical for governments and vital to avoid vendor lock-in.  

The general goal of these policies is to move away from proprietary document formats, e.g., Microsoft’s 

DOC format, to new open standard formats, such as the OpenDocument Format (ODF) (Organization for 

the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 2007) and Office Open XML (OOXML) (Ecma 

International 2007). 

To analyze vendor lock-in, we do not use an economic approach, but instead follow a socio-

technical approach.  Specifically, we examine whether users are locked-in to a specific implementation or 

whether they have choices between different implementations of a standard.  A socio-technical approach 

requires attention and sensitivity to the social and technical aspects of lock-in.  Finally, it should be noted 

that a purely economic analysis of vendor lock-in is untenable. There is little financial or market share 

data within document formats. 

In analyzing document formats from a socio-technical perspective, it became clear there were five 

critical sets of actors who may affect whether open standards ultimately reduce vendor lock-in.  The first 
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set are the actors involved in the standards development process, and these actors can influence how a 

standard is specified.  The second set are the actors involved in implementing the standards, and these are 

typically software programmers.  The third set (and most often overlooked) are the users.  By users we 

deliberately conflate users as both the users of software and the purchasers of software as users.  The final 

two actors are technological, they are the standard itself and the various implementations of the standard 

at issue. 

The measure of vendor lock-in is whether users are able to seamlessly move documents between 

various implementations. Within software engineering, this problem is known as interoperability.  

Interoperability is defined as “the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information 

and to use the information that has been exchanged” (IEEE 1990).  Interoperability allows technologies to 

interface with each other easily, in addition to allowing data to move transparently.  Once 

implementations are interoperable, then users have the ability to seamlessly swap implementations.  In the 

area of document formats, this would allow users to move between Microsoft Office, Wordperfect, 

OpenOffice.org or other software in a seamless manner. 

In sum, our efforts are focused on studying the benefits of open standards in reducing vendor 

lock-in and promoting competition.  To study this issue, we have chosen to focus on document formats, 

which are the leading exemplar of open standards.  To assess the impact of vendor lock-in, we have 

chosen a socio-technical approach that considers the interoperability between implementations for a 

particular document format.  The next section details how we measured interoperability.   

 

3. Research Methodology  
 
 

This study investigates if users can seamlessly move between various implementations of open 

standard document formats.  As a starting point, the dominant implementation for ODF is 

OpenOffice.org, while for OOXML, the dominant implementation is Microsoft Office.  These are the 

dominant implementations because they are the most widely used and are seen as the “best” 
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implementations of the ODF and OOXML standards.  Besides these implementations, there are many 

other implementations that are capable of operating on the three major operating systems, Windows, Mac, 

and Linux.  However, there is no research or data on the interoperability of these implementations. 

Research on document formats has largely been focused on interoperability between document 

formats.  For example, a German government study investigated interoperability between OOXML and 

Microsoft’s DOC using several converters (Langer 2008).  They found many problems in converting 

documents between ODF and DOC.  The Danish government arrived at a similar conclusion in their study 

of interoperability between ODF, OOXML, and DOC (Andersen 2008).  While it is widely acknowledged 

that there are problems with interoperability across different formats, e.g., going from ODF to OOXML, 

there is an assumption here that all implementations of a particular document format produce, for 

example, the same ODF or OOXML document.  In fact, it appears that governments believe (entirely 

incorrectly) that various implementations of a document format will be interoperable. 

This research investigates how interoperability functions for ODF and OOXML.  Simply put, do 

the various implementations of a particular document format act alike?  Or are there incompatibilities that 

may cause loss of data or formatting issues?  This study assesses how well electronic documents in three 

formats (ODF, OOXML, and DOC) can seamlessly be transferred across a variety of word processing 

programs (e.g., Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, and Wordperfect).  The results are useful not only for 

evaluating individual implementations, but also for determining whether to adopt either ODF or OOXML 

as an open standard.  After all, the benefits of open standards only accrue when vendor lock-in is reduced 

and users have a choice in selecting an implementation. 

 

3.1  Background on Interoperability and Conformance Testing 

There are two general approaches for evaluating interoperability – conformance testing and 

interoperability testing.  Conformance testing examines whether an implementation faithfully meets the 

requirement of a standard (Kindrick, Sauter, and Matthews 1996; Moseley, Randall, and Wiles 2003).  To 
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perform conformance testing, a standard needs to have a conformance clause or statement that puts forth 

the criteria that must be met.  After a set of criteria is spelled out, a test suite is then developed.  To test 

conformance, implementations then run the test suite.  This provides an objective method for evaluating 

implementations and promotes portability and interoperability. 

Conformance testing relies on a method of falsification testing.  An implementation must execute 

various legal and illegal inputs and the output is then compared to “expected results”.  With this approach, 

a large number of tests and input combinations must be tested.  However, falsification can only prove an 

implementation is not conformant; the test can’t prove an implementation is conformant. 

Developing a set of conformance criteria and the related test suite can be difficult work.  To 

develop conformance criteria, a standard must be written in such a way that it is clear what requirements 

are being set forth.  Then a basic test is created for every requirement to see if functionality is 

implemented.  This test is then followed up with other tests that examine the boundaries of that function, 

e.g., minimum and maximum values.  The combination of these tests is referred to as a test suite. Once the 

test suite is completed, then every implementation can run the test suite to ensure its compliance.   

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has been involved in developing tests for 

XML in cooperation with the World Wide Web Consortia (W3C).  They have developed test suites with 

thousands of individual tests for several XML technologies (National Institute of Standards and 

Technology 2008).  However, they have not developed tests for either ODF or OOXML. 

A test suite for ODF has been started by researchers at the University of Central Florida.  It 

covers the text document format, the presentation format, the drawing format, and the chart format but it 

does not cover the spreadsheet format.  Developing it has already taken over 300 hours.  However, the 

test suite does not fully cover the specification, even in areas such as the text document format.  Rob 

Weir, who works on developing the ODF standard for IBM, noted: 

A test suite is a daunting task. Some work was started at the University of Central Florida and 
picked up by the OpenDocument Fellowship but it has only a few hundred test cases. ODF, a 700 
page specification probably has on the order of 5 testable statements per page, each one of which 
could require 4 test cases to test the main and edge conditions, positive and negative tests. So 
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we're talking 14,000 test cases. Even if I'm off by a factor of 2 or 4, this is clearly a large 
undertaking. Project this out to OOXML's 6,000 pages and you would need 120,000 test cases.  
(Weir 2007). 
 

The difficulty of conformance testing for ODF and OOXML led us to focus on an interoperability testing 

approach.  Within interoperability testing, one approach is to rely on a reference implementation, which is 

a fully functional implementation of a standard to which other implementations could be compared and 

evaluated.  Ideally, a reference implementation would implement 100% of the standard, including 

optional parts.  It would have a mode for strict compliance with the standard (i.e., it does not extend the 

standard with proprietary features).  Other implementations could then be tested against the reference 

implementation.  One advantage of testing implementations is that it is not constrained by the 

requirements of a standard, and we can look at other factors (Kindrick, Sauter, and Matthews 1996).  

The reference implementation approach does save one from the time-consuming task of creating a 

test suite.  However, it doesn’t guarantee true interoperability.  Interoperability is not commutative:  If 

A=B and B=C this does not assure that A=C.  The only way to fully ensure interoperability is a full 

matrix system where every implementation is tested against every other implementation.  This approach 

quickly becomes cumbersome as the number of implementation rises.  A related method is the use of 

“bake-offs” or “plug-fests”, which is a meeting of all the developers with their implementations for the 

purpose of testing interoperability (Zehler 1998).  By meeting together with various implementations, 

vendors can address interoperability issues.  However, bake-offs or plug-fests require the cooperation of 

all vendors.  

 

3.2  Testing Process 

This research tested the interoperability for ODF, OOXML, and DOC document formats based on 

a reference implementation approach.  For ODF, the test documents are developed in OpenOffice.org, 

which is currently the dominant implementation for ODF.  For OOXML, the test documents are 

developed in Microsoft Office 2007 for Windows.  For DOC, the test documents are developed in 
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Microsoft Office 2007 for Windows.  These are not reference implementations for ODF and OOXML in a 

true sense, because they do not perfectly implement the standard.  However, they act as the de facto 

reference implementations, because they are the dominant implementations that all developers seek 

compatibility with.  

The next step was developing several test documents within each reference implementation.  The 

test documents were then opened or imported into other implementations to assess how well other 

documents can read the standard.  The testing then quantified any changes to the actual content (as this 

would be a major problem for the user) as well as changes to the layout of the document.  The results 

show the compatibility of these implementations.  We use the term compatibility, when the testing only 

assesses reading the documents.  The term interoperability is used when documents are saved in other 

implementations and then opened again in the reference implementation.  This process is also known as 

round-tripping a document. 

In developing the test documents, the goal is to test what 90% of users use.  This study is not 

trying to test extremely complex elements, but elements that are routinely used.  The goal here is to see 

whether these implementations would be "good enough" for most users.  The test documents are based on 

features that are commonly used.  Specific features were identified by examining various instructional 

materials for using office productivity software. 

The current test involves five test documents for word processing.  The first test document 

focused on commonly used formatting features.  The specific elements are listed in Table 1.  The second 

test document concerned the use of images, and the specific criteria are listed in Table 2.  The third test 

document focused on the use of tables, and the specific criteria are listed in Table 3.  Headers and footers 

were tested in the fourth test document, as shown in Table 4. The final test document contained a table of 

contents, footnotes, endnotes, comments, and tracking changes, as shown in Table 5. Tables 1-5 are listed 

in the Appendix.  Implementations were graded based on their ability to meet the criteria.  A single point 

was received for meeting each criterion.  The total percentage is shown in Tables 6, 7, and 8.   
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The implementations are first scored based on how well they can read the test documents.  The 

raw scores percentages for each implementation are presented in Tables 6, 7, and 8 as the “read only” 

scores.  It’s important to recognize that the scores conflate compatibility with a standard and the lack of 

features/incomplete support in other applications. For example, TextEdit is not designed to handle 

images.  KOffice has limitations in its handling for tables, images, and footers.  So their lower scores may 

be due to the capabilities of the word processors and/or their implementation of either ODF or OOXML. 

The implementations are also scored based on how well they can read and then write documents.  

This is known as the “round trip” test.  For this part of the test, the test document is opened in each 

implementation and then saved.  The saved document is then opened in the reference implementation.  

The resulting document is then scored.  This test allows insights into how well implementations can write 

ODF or OOXML.  These results are found in Table 6 and 7 as the read/write scores. 

The final part of the scoring focused on several metadata elements.  These included attributes for 

styles, page numbers, tables of contents/headers, document information (e.g., time or number of words in 

documents), and tracking changes.  Preserving these metadata elements is important for document 

usability.  For example, after a document has been round tripped, a page number should still appear at the 

bottom of the page.  A key issue for users is whether the page number is still metadata or just a number.  

If a person inserts a page into the middle of the document, it would be expected that the page numbers 

throughout the document would increment appropriately.  If the page number is metadata, then the update 

will happen correctly.  If the page number is just a number and static, it will not update throughout this 

document. 

This part of the testing involved manually manipulating each document file to identify if the 

document metadata was preserved.  The results were then graded for each metadata element on a 3 point 

scale.  A “3” was perfect, a “2” represented minor errors, “1” represented major errors, and a “0” was 

given for no metadata support.  The results were then tabulated and are presented in Tables 6 and 7 as 

metadata score percentage.  
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For ODF, the test documents were created in OpenOffice.org 2.3.  The criterion for 

implementations was to select a variety of implementations across several operating systems.  The tested 

implementations included StarOffice, OpenXML/ODF Translator v3.0 Plug-in for Word 3, Sun Plug-in 

for Word 3.0, Wordperfect X4 (14), Koffice 1.6, Google Docs (May 2008), TextEdit 1.5, AbiWord 2.4.  

For OOXML, the test documents were created in Office 2007 and tested in TextEdit 1.5, Pages 3.0.2, 

Office 2008 for Mac, ThinkFree (online application), Wordpad, and Novell’s OpenOffice.org 3.0 with 

Open XML translator plug-in.  For DOC, the test documents were created in Office 2007 and tested in 

TextEdit 1.5, Pages 3.0.2, Office 2008 for Mac, OpenOffice.org 3.0, Google Docs, Koffice 1.6, 

Wordperfect X4 (14), and AbiWord 2.4. 

 ODF OOXML DOC 

Reference 
Implementations 

OpenOffice.org 2.3 MS Word 2007 MS Word 2007 

Other 
Implementations 

AbiWord 2.4 Novell’s 
OpenOffice.org 3.0 

AbiWord 2.4 

 OpenXML/ODF 
Translator v3.0 Plug-
in for Word 3 

Office 2008 (Mac) Google Docs 

 Google Docs Pages 3.0.2** Koffice 1.6** 

 Koffice 1.6 TextEdit 1.5 Office 2008 (Mac) 

 MS Word 2007 SP 2 ThinkFree Office OpenOffice 3.0 

 Novell’s 
OpenOffice.org 3.0 

Wordpad 7 Pages 3.0.2 

 StarOffice Wordperfect X4 
(14)** 

TextEdit 1.5 

 Sun Plug-in for Word 
3.0 

 Wordperfect X4 (14) 

 TextEdit 1.5   

 Wordpad 7   

 Wordperfect X4 
(14)** 

  

** Only supports reading document format and not writing to the document format 
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4. Results 

The results of the ODF test can be found in Table 6. 

Implementation Read Only  Round Trip Metadata 

OpenOffice.org 100% 100% 100% 

OpenOffice.org 
Novell 

99% 100% 100% 

StarOffice 99% 100% 100% 

MS Word 2007 95% 95% 93% 

Sun Plug-in for 
Word 

95% 95% 93% 

ODF Translator 
Plug-in 

93% 95% 100% 

Wordperfect 80% N/A N/A 

Koffice 80% 82% 67% 

Google Docs 78% 86% 20% 

WordPad 42% 37% 0% 

TextEdit 37% 35% 0% 

AbiWord 32% 38% 0% 

Table 6. Scores for ODF Implementations 

 

The results of our test for word processing for the ODF standard are shown in Table 6.  There are 

no independent implementations that offer 100% compatibility with OpenOffice.org.  It was surprising to 

see a difference between OpenOffice.org and StarOffice in the read only test.  StarOffice, a commercial 

product, uses the same source code as the freely available OpenOffice.org.  StarOffice offers some 

additional third party licensed components.  The lost points are attributed to StarOffice not having the 

correct number of pages.  However, as the read/write (round trip) results show in Table 6, this issue 

disappeared when the document was reopened in OpenOffice.  In sum, even though both implementations 

share the same codebase, when tested, there were slight differences in their implementations of ODF. 

The best compatibility was found with the two plug-ins for Microsoft Word.  While these plug-

ins were developed independently, they offer similar results.  They both offer good compatibility (>90%) 
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with an assortment of minor formatting issues.  Wordperfect and Koffice offer fair compatibility (>80%) 

with numerous issues.  Wordperfect is not interoperable, because it is not capable of writing ODF 

documents.  Google Docs, TextEdit, and AbiWord have significant problems correctly reading the test 

documents.  Specifically, Koffice has lots of minor problems with images, tables, and headers and footers.  

Wordperfect also has minor formatting, especially with tables and headers and footers.  Google Docs has 

significant problems reading test documents, but in the round trip test, Google Docs performed much 

better.  This result is further discussed in the next section.  Abiword and TextEdit all contain numerous 

problems.  The problems are so extensive that information that is present in tables, headers and footers, 

comments, and incorporated images is lost.  

The metadata test showed that only the Microsoft Word plug-ins offer good results.  Other 

implementations begin to lose important amounts of metadata.  For example, KOffice does not support 

tracking changes, and hence, that information is lost. 

 The results of the OOXML test can be found in Table 7. 

Implementation Read Only Round Trip Metadata 

Office 2007 100% 100% 100% 

Office 2008 
(Mac) 

99% 100% 100% 

OpenOffice.org 97% 97% 80% 

Pages 96% N/A N/A 

Wordperfect 77% N/A N/A 

ThinkFree 
Office 

68% 76% 53% 

Wordpad 7 64% 50%  

TextEdit 35% 38% 0% 

Table 7. Scores for OOXML Implementations 

OOXML had similar results with no 100% compatibility with implementations other than 

Microsoft Office for Windows (2003 or 2007).  Microsoft Office 2008 for Mac had a slight issue with the 

number of pages for a test document.  This was an unanticipated result, because it would be expected that 
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Microsoft would be able to ensure 100% compatibility between its two implementations of OOXML.  

However, as with the differences between StarOffice and OpenOffice.org, the slight issues disappeared 

when the document was re-opened in Microsoft Office 2007.  This was still unexpected because, although 

both implementations do not share a common codebase, they are both developed within the same 

organization, which should allow them to minimize interoperability issues. 

Novell’s version of OpenOffice.org with its plug-in translator for OOXML provided good 

compatibility (>90%).  Apple’s Pages word processor also provided good compatibility, but the 

application is not interoperable.  Pages and Wordperfect can only read OOXML documents, they cannot 

write OOXML documents.  ThinkFree office offered poor performance, but did a bit better on the round 

trip test.  TextEdit offered poor performance for OOXML.   

The metadata test also showed that all other implementations began to lose information.  

OpenOffice.org lost a little metadata, while ThinkFree Office had more substantial information loss, and 

TextEdit did not maintain any metadata. 

 The results of the DOC test can be found in Table 8.   

Implementation Read Only Round Trip Metadata 

Office 2007 100% 100% 100% 

Office 2008 
(Mac) 

99% 100% 100% 

OpenOffice.org 98% 99% 93% 

Pages 97% 95% 80% 

Wordperfect 95% 95% 47% 

KOffice 81% N/A N/A 

AbiWord 55% 52% 40% 

Google Docs 73% 78% 0% 

TextEdit 74% 58% 0% 

Table 8. Scores for DOC Implementations 
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The DOC format interoperability testing revealed several good implementations for DOC.  The 

Mac version of Office, OpenOffice.org, Pages, and Wordperfect all offered good compatibility with the 

DOC format.  Interestingly, none of the implementations offered fair compatibility in the round trip test, 

but a number offered poor compatibility including AbiWord, Google Docs, and Textedit.   

 

5. Discussions and Implications 

 

 5.1  Interoperability for Document Formats 

There are several significant implications for document formats that flow from these tests.  They 

include the lack of 100% interoperability between implementations, the lack of independent 

implementations, and the overall performance of OOXML implementations. 

The first issue concerns 100% compatibility or interoperability for document formats.  A 100% 

score for compatibility (read only) was not found.  A 100% score for interoperability occurred between 

related implementations, (e.g., StarOffice and OpenOffice or Microsoft Office 2008 (mac) and Microsoft 

Office 2007), but never between independent implementations. This result highlights the complexity of 

attaining complete (100%) substitutability of implementations.  The only way to ensure full 100% fidelity 

is to use the leading implementations exclusively.  Mixing implementations ensures that users will not 

realize full fidelity when transferring documents between various implementations. 

The cause of the problem between OpenOffice.org and StarOffice may not be related to document 

formats.  All word processors have to face the issues of pixel level compatibility.  Slight changes in 

spacing can happen because of variations in the font-rendering ability of word processors.  These slight 

changes are not due to the document format, however, this difference is lost on users.  These differences 

did disappear in the round trip test, when documents were re-opened in their “original” implementation.  
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Nevertheless, developers will need to work together to minimize this problem, so users have multiple 

interoperable implementations. 

The question is often raised whether 100% interoperability should be the goal. After all, 

interoperability with HTML is not 100%, different web browsers may render web sites differently.  

Should governments accept 99% or 90% document interoperability?  Many people utilize alternatives to 

Microsoft Office for the DOC format, such as Google Docs that are not 100% interoperable.  Some will 

urge that interoperability is one of many factors for government to consider in choosing an 

implementation.  If governments are seeking 100% fidelity, then they should use a format designed for 

preserving information and formatting, e.g., PDF.  The problem with a reliance on PDF is that documents 

cannot be manipulated and edited.  PDF is the last stop on the train.  PDF is only appropriate for a small 

fraction of documents that are deemed “finished”.  A substantial set of working documents will not be 

saved in PDF, but another editable format, whether it is DOC, ODF, or OOXML.  And governments need 

to be able to flawlessly access these documents. 

We believe that it is important for scores to be close to 100%.  We recognize that 100% 

interoperability for every possible feature may be impossible, however we still believe it is important for 

governments to push for this.  There are two main reasons.  First, without 100% interoperability, the value 

of these document formats as archival information is significantly reduced.  A major reason why 

governments are favoring open standards is the belief that their documents will always be accessible.  

Governments need to know that documents will be readable and usable in timelines of 10, 50, 100 years 

and longer.  They believe open standards are crucial because they allow anyone to implement the 

standard.  This means someone 50 years from now will be able to implement the standard and read the 

documents.  However, if no one else can develop an independent implementation that is 100% 

interoperable, this suggests users will be locked-in to the implementation that was originally used. 

A second reason for interoperability close to 100% stems from network effects.  Document 

formats gain strength when more people use them.  They are an example of a network technology (Katz 
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and Shapiro 1994).  Consider two word processors, one with an 80% market share and the other with 

20%.  Network effects suggest that everyone will want to be interoperable with the 80%.  This makes the 

more widely used word processor more valuable to each user and the less widely used one less valuable, 

thus leading to people to move towards the more widely used word processor.  Ultimately, network 

effects will push the 20% to become interoperable or lead users to abandon the word processor with less 

market share.  If interoperability problems exist, users will shift towards the most widely used one (who 

wants to switch between different word processors?).  It is this dynamic which has made Microsoft Office 

stay dominant on desktops with 95% of the revenue for Office suites (Rivals Set Their Sights on 

Microsoft Office: Can They Topple the Giant?  2007). 

There are valid reasons for implementations to not offer 100% interoperability.  For example, an 

implementation may not want to support all the features in the standard.  However, there needs to be some 

independent implementations with close to 100% interoperability.  Most people need 100% 

interoperability for document formats, for many reasons from actual problems to avoiding potential 

problems.  It is for this reason that government has an interest in pushing for improved interoperability. 

To achieve close to 100% interoperability, an emphasis needs to be placed on conformance 

and/or interoperability testing.  Governments can promote testing by emphasizing that interoperability is 

an important facet of their procurement decisions.  It is hoped that this would push developers to improve 

their testing.  Second, governments can directly support testing by either funding testing or developing 

conformance tests themselves.  For example, the National Institute of Standards and Testing has a history 

of developing conformance standards for XML. 

A second implication is the lack of independent implementations for ODF and OOXML.  Users 

are limited to choosing between Microsoft Office and OpenOffice.org.  In the case of ODF, the only 

implementations that performed well are the plug-ins for Microsoft Office.  In the case of OOXML, the 

only implementation that performed well was a special version of OpenOffice.org developed by Novell 

that only runs on Windows and Novell’s version of Linux named SUSE Linux.  The other independent 
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implementations either lack interoperability (Pages, Wordperfect) or provide poor performance (TextEdit, 

AbiWord).   

The lack of independent implementations that can offer good performance is troubling.  Users 

that require features such as footnotes, page numbers, and tracking changes must choose between 

Microsoft Office and OpenOffice.org.  Users also have to deal with minor formatting glitches in the 

exchange of ODF and OOXML documents.  The only way to eliminate these minor formatting problems 

is to “standardize” an organization on one implementation of ODF and/or OOXML. 

The lack of good performance by open source implementations is significant.  Many governments 

and organizations are considering or mandating the use of open source products.  The results here indicate 

that if people want open source implementations, they need to provide more resources to these projects.  

One such example is, the Netherland non-profit, NLnet’s funding of AbiWord with the goal of improving 

the ODF filters. 

The final implication stems from the surprisingly good results for OOXML implementations.  

Critics of OOXML have argued that it was too complex and difficult to implement.  While OOXML is a 

long and complex standard, it is possible to offer good compatibility.  Our results suggest that 

implementations of OOXML work as well as implementations of ODF in the read only test.  At the level 

of basic word-processing that we examined, neither standard had a dominant advantage over the other in 

terms of compatibility scores.  While ODF has had a head start that has led to more implementations, 

there appears to be no reason why OOXML cannot catch up.  After all, several developers have provided 

independent implementations that are capable of reading OOXML.  The next step would be to push 

developers to save or write into OOXML, so complete interoperability can be provided. 

The DOC results in Table 8 offer an interesting comparison and perspective.  The DOC format 

has been widely used for a number of years, although the exact specification has been kept by Microsoft 

(until recently).  It is interesting to note that the implementations offer either good compatibility or poor 

compatibility.  This bifurcation probably occurs because implementations have a lack of willingness to 
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incorporate all the features of Microsoft Office and a lack of resources to adequately understand and 

implement the DOC format.  As a result, there are two classes of word processors, those that can compete 

with Microsoft Word and those that offer a second tier experience.  It is very likely that this pattern will 

remerge for implementations of ODF and OOXML.  As a result, it is likely that there will only be a 

handful of good implementations for either document format. 

 5.2  Implications for Governments 

There are many governments with open standards policies and many more considering these 

policies, as noted earlier.  Governments see open standards as a way to eliminate vendor lock-in and 

lower costs.  For example, DeNardis argues that open standards can and should be promoted by 

government.  She believes procurement policies of government can be used to push open standards, as 

they are the least interventionist method for governments to use in standards setting.  She has put forth 

recommendations for how governments can adopt open standard policies (DeNardis 2010).  However, the 

results for document formats show these government policies are misguided in their current form. 

The results show open standards will not automatically result in lower costs, more choices, and 

flexibility.  Simply put, open standards are not a silver bullet.  The ODF open standard lacks multiple 

independent interoperable implications.  Open standards do not ensure interoperability, and therefore, 

there is no guarantee of vendor choice and resultant price competition, which is the policy objective what 

caused these governments to embrace open standards in the first place.  Any policy option that blindly 

pursues open standards as an end in itself will not gain any substantial benefits.  

While we agree open standards can be beneficial, governments should ultimately be focused on 

the outcomes of open standards, i.e., competition in the marketplace.  Competition with multiple 

interoperable implementations is the best measure of success.  The results of the DOC format show that 

the market can overcome proprietary closed standards.  Despite Microsoft’s wishes, a number of 

implementations have provided good compatibility with the DOC format.  In fact, at this point in time, 

there are more good implementations of the DOC format than either OOXML or ODF.  This shows how 
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vendors can overcome proprietary formats and how multiple independent implementations can arise 

without open standards.  It is this form of competition that government needs to encourage and sustain. 

It is more desirable to have multiple vendors and a closed standard, than one vendor with an open 

standard.  To this end, we suggest government policies should focus on ensuring multiple independent 

interoperable implementations, i.e., running code.  Running code assures government of multiple vendors 

and competition.  Without running code, governments are going to be in a relationship with one vendor 

and suffer the costs of vendor lock-in.  Consequently, open standard policies should be written with an 

emphasis on running code and having multiple implementations of a standard.  The focus should be on 

this competition and not on a standard that has been anointed as “open” but without interoperable 

implementations.  We have expounded on this argument elsewhere (Shah and Kesan 2009). 

Governments can add a running code requirement in their policies and interoperability 

frameworks.  It will allow them to meet the goals of reducing vendor lock-in and reducing cost.  A 

running code requirement puts an emphasis on how the standard is actually being used. We believe if 

adopters of open standards insist on running code, software developers and vendors will further support 

open standards and their interoperability. The result will be an array of economic and technological 

benefits. 

 

6. Limitations 

There are a number of limitations to this study that need to be considered. First, there is an 

assumption that the chosen reference implementations, e.g., OpenOffice.org and Microsoft Office 2007, 

accurately implement the standards.  However, there is no evidence that either of these standards is 100% 

compliant with the published ISO/IEC standards.  Moreover, in the case of OOXML, Microsoft has 

readily admitted that they will not support the ISO/IEC version of OOXML until their next major revision 
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of Microsoft Office.  As a result, other implementations could be compliant with the actual standards, but 

lose points because the chosen reference implementation for our study does not conform to the standard. 

Second, our study conflates several aspects together in scoring implementations.  Specifically, 

compatibility with a document format, full support of tested features, and the issue of pixel level 

compatibility.  As a result, lost points may not be the result of document format compatibility, but due to 

other issues.  Nevertheless, we believe all three of these issues must be addressed to ensure 

interoperability. 

Third, this testing was limited to word processing.  Both ODF and OOXML have a much wider 

scope and cover other document types such as spreadsheets and presentations.  As a result, these results 

are only applicable to the word processing aspects of these standards.  We would expect worse results for 

these other aspects simply because there has been more emphasis by the developer community to ensure 

interoperability for word processing. 

Finally, this testing focused on a homogenous environment with only one standard.  In a real 

world setting, implementations will have to deal with many standards, such as DOC, ODF, and OOXML.  

This will require implementations to continually convert between these document formats, which could 

introduce other errors or formatting problems. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

This study seeks to highlight the importance of interoperability for open standards.  This was 

illustrated by studying various implementations of ODF, OOXML, and DOC.  To capture the perceived 

economic and technological benefits of open standards, there is a need for multiple independent, 

interoperable implementations.  This study shows that the optimism over open standards and the rush to 

mandate open standards needs to be tempered because the interoperability issues can dramatically reduce 

the advantages of open standards. 
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This study focused on testing a subset of document formats with basic word processing features.  

The results here are discouraging for these seeking the promised benefits of open standards, i.e., avoiding 

vendor lock-in and fostering competition.  The only implementations of ODF that provided good 

compatibility with OpenOffice.org were the Microsoft Office plug-ins.  Similarly, the only 

implementation of OOXML that can provide good compatibility with Microsoft Office 2007 was 

OpenOffice.org with the Novell plug-in.  Our results show that while the best implementations may result 

in formatting problems, the worst implementations actually lose information found in pictures, footnotes, 

comments, tracking changes, and tables.  

It is surprising and ironic that the best implementations of ODF are when using Microsoft Office.  

Similarly, the best implementation of OOXML is OpenOffice.org.  The domination of Microsoft Office 

and OpenOffice.org is especially troubling because it leaves users with little choice.  The much vaunted 

“choice” promised to users of open standards has left users with a duopoly for both ODF and OOXML.  

This suggests that governments adopting either of these standards will be forced to choose an 

implementation as well. 

While the results here may be discouraging, we believe improvements can occur. Supporters of 

both ODF and OOXML have suggested improved conformance and interoperability testing.  On the ODF 

front, there are organizations, such as OASIS, that are focusing on the interoperability problems.  

Nevertheless, governments and other interested organizations need to encourage this testing.  Without 

more pressure and funding for testing, the promise of ODF and OOXML will be lost.  Instead, users of 

these standards will be locked into the dominant implementations of OpenOffice.org for ODF and 

Microsoft Office for OOXML. 

There is still much research and testing to be done.  Each of these implementations is continually 

being improved and needs to be continually reassessed.  Future research needs to expand the tests to 

spreadsheets and presentations.  This work serves as a first step in providing empirical data on 

interoperability for ODF and OOXML.  It is hoped that this will serve as a wake-up call to governments 
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and developers to improve the current state of interoperability for document formats.  After all, it is only 

with interoperability that the promise of open standards will be achieved. 

Finally, this study should also force governments to pause before blindly embracing open 

standards.  What the governments need to understand that having open standards policies do not ensure 

interoperability, and therefore, there is no guarantee of vendor choice and resultant price competition.  

Instead, governments need to encourage interoperability among implementations, not just simply 

embracing open standards.  To this end, we suggest a running code requirement in open standard policies. 
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Appendix:  Tables 

Correct Number of Pages 
Margins 
Left Justification 
Center Justification 
Right Justification 
Tabs 
Correct font 
Font size 
Single Spacing 
1.5 Spacing 
Double Spacing 
Bold 
Underline 
Italics 
Bold-Underline 
Bold-Italic 
Italic-Underline 
Bold-Italic-Underline 
Single Strike Through 
Double Strike Through 
Small Caps 
Superscript 
Subscript 
Color background 
Color font 
Hyperlink 
Block Text (Full Justification) 

 
Table 1.  Test document #1, Basic Formatting 
 
 
Correct Number of Pages 
JPEG Image present 
JPEG Image positioned correctly 
JPEG Image wrapped correctly 
BMP Image present 
BMP Image positioned correctly 
BMP Image wrapped correctly 
GIF Image present 
GIF Image positioned correctly 
GIF Image wrapped correctly 
Absolute positioning test 

 
Table 2. Test document #2, Images 
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Correct Number of Pages 
Table Present 
Table positioned correctly 
Table correct rows/columns 
Table borders correct 
Text and characters in cells  
Bold text in cell 
Italic text in cell 
Underline text in cell 
Combination text in cell 
Red background 
Green text 
Yellow background violet txt 
Superscript 
Subscript 
Hyperlink 
Single strike 
Double strike 
Small Caps 
Vertical splits 
Horizontal splits 
Text Rotation** 
Center justification 
Right justification 
Full justification 
Cell center alignment 
Cell bottom alignment 
Cell top alignment 
Red cell fill 
Picture in cell 
Cells the correct sizes 

 
Table 3. Test document #3, Tables 
 
 
Correct Number of Pages 
Headers Exist 
Two Different Headers 
Header Bold 
Header Italic 
Header Underlined 
Header Combos 
Header Superscript 
Header Subscript 
Header Hyperlink 
Header Background Colors 
Header Font Colors 
Header Different Fonts 
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Header Different Sizes 
Header Strike Out 
Header Double Strike 
Header Crossed Out 
Header Center 
Header Left 
Header Right 
Header Full Justification 
Header Date Fixed 
Header Date Updating 
Header Time Fixed 
Header Time Updating 
Header Author 
Header Page Number 
Header Page Count 
Header Title 
Header File Name 
Header Word Count 
Header Paragraph Count 
Footers Exist 
Footer Date Fixed 
Footer Date Updating 
Footer Time Fixed 
Footer Time Updating 
Footer Author 
Footer Page Number 
Footer Page Count 
Footer Title 
Footer File Name 
Footer Word Count 
Footer Paragraph Count 

 
Table 4.  Test document #4, Headers and Footers 
 
 
Correct Number of Pages 
Footnotes present 
Footnotes located correctly 
Endnotes present 
Endnotes located correctly 
Table of contents correct/present 
Tracking changes recorded 
Tracking additions 
Tracking deletions 
Bold in footnotes 
Italics in footnotes 
Underlines in footnotes 
Bold-Italics in footnotes 
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Bold-Underline in footnotes 
Italic-Underline in footnotes 
Bold-Italic-Underline in footnotes 
Superscript in footnotes 
Subscript in footnotes 
Colors in footnotes 
Small Caps in footnotes 
Hyperlinks in footnotes 
Bold in endnotes 
Italics in endnotes 
Underlines in endnotes 
Bold-Italics in endnotes 
Bold-Underline in endnotes 
Italic-Underline in endnotes 
Bold-Italic-Underline in endnotes 
Superscript in endnotes 
Subscript in endnotes 
Colors in endnotes 
Small Caps in endnotes 
Hyperlinks in endnotes 
Bulleted List Present 
Numbered List Present 
Bulleted List Correctly Leveled 
Numbered List Correctly Leveled 
Bold in Lists 
Italics in Lists 
Underlines in Lists 
Bold-Italics in Lists 
Bold-Underline in Lists 
Italic-Underline in Lists 
Bold-Italic-Underline in Lists 
Superscript in Lists 
Subscript in Lists 
Colors in Lists 
Fonts in Lists 
Hyperlinks in Lists 
Comments Present 

 
Table 5.  Test document #5, Footnotes, Endnotes, Tracking Changes, Table of Contents
 


